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The Big Picture
The numbers that drive the global media and telecom community

Blogging about information Reasons for writing about television" 
seen on TV

Frequently 

Often 

Sometimes   

Rarely   

Never 

(n=561)

28%

18%

28%

To let other people know my 
opinions and impressions

To use a television diary

To read and share opinions
with other people through

commenting and trackbacking

To make more friends 
with same interests

To attract attention and 
increase view counts

Other

0% 
*The above list of reasons is simplified, n=117

70%

Topics read in blogs

Diaries and columns
by ordinary people

Diaries and columns
by celebrities

News and events

Travel and local information

Comments about products 
and services

Gourmet and cooking 

Movies 

Music 

Sports

Television programs 

Animation and comics 

Video games 

Childcarc 

Other

Bloggers (n=561) 

Blog readers (n=578)

32
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Intermedia continues to exhibit some of the most 
intriguing statistics, estimations, and trends in 
the global media and telecom network landscape. 
This month: Slogging is an established worldwide 
phenomenon, but in countries such as japan, blogging 
has become a major online activity. Figures released by 
japan's Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 
in 2008 suggested that there were some 16.9 million 
blogs in the country with a total of 1.35 billion blog 
posts. The activity by Japanese bloggers is remarkable 
even by world internet indicators (the US blog search 
service Technorati Inc concluded that as far as data in

2007 were concerned, 37% of all blog posts were in 
Japanese, making it the most abundant language in the 
blogosphere and surpassing even English and Chinese).

Japan may lead in other ways also: blogging by TV 
audiences is also a major pastime and suggests an 
emerging trend with unusual and intriguing implications. 
Intermedia gratefully acknowledges the data extracted 
and reproduced here from a major survey by NHK and 
reported as Blogging and Television Viewing in Japan, 
by Masana Tani and Ayako Shigyo, published in NHK 
Broadcasting Studies No 7, 2009.

Genres taken up by TV bloggers Reasons for Writing Blogs4
Drama

Variety/comedy

News

Movies

Sports

Music

Animation

Hobbies/interests

Documentaries

Information shows

Programs for children

Other 0

Easier to update than websites 

As a record-keeper

To let other people know about me 
To let my friends and 

aquaintances know about me 
To make friends with same interests 

To find out what others think 
through comments and trackbacks 

To make money

Because it is popular 

To become faraoi 

Other

TV bloggers, n=117 *The above list of reasons is simplified, n=117

Genres taken up by TV bloggers

Saw the program on television

Recorded the program

Watched the program 
on the Internet

Bought/rented the video/DVD

Searched under the 
program's title

Visited the program's website

Posted an article/comment 
about the program

Talked about the program 

None of the above

All Bloggers (n=561) 

TV Bloggers (n=l 17)

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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